Discussion.-these two tests are very different and not correlated in a stroke population. The RFT is a cognitive task assessing the VD with a static method, the second test is a postural task evaluating the effect of dynamic visual disturbance. Visual dependence is not an absolute concept but is depending on the task. Methodology.-The trunk orientation of 30 patients was measured by Verticam at 30 AE 3 days after their first hemispheric stroke (age = 62 AE 17.7years; sex:14F/16 M; lesion side:14L/16R), and two days later. Seven patients had a SCP (Scale for Contraversive Pushing) score > 0.5, which is the proposed criterion for clinical lateropulsion diagnostic [2] . Verticam quantified the trunk lateral inclination thanks to a measure of the average orientation of a segment between two markers (T6 & L3) (negative sign if the inclination was contralesional). The measures were performed in a sitting position during 30s, eyes open. Seventeen controls (mean age 52 AE 10 years) were also tested. A non-parametric statistical analysis was performed.
Results.-These experiments, jointly conducted by the computing and biomechanics laboratories, were used to assess a spatial accuracy from 4 cm to 5 mm. Even if the skeleton tracking algorithm provided by these depth sensors seems to be relevant for gesture based interfaces, the generated joints position and orientation cannot be matched precisely with the joints configuration of the real skeleton. We adapted a 2D feature point tracking algorithm [2] to overcome this problem. Using the depth map generated by the depth sensor, we obtained the segmental 3D position with a backward projection.
Discussion.-This methodology allows tracking points which are not recognized by the default system. The results obtained on the subject foot by placing colored stickers on the toe and the lateral and medial malleoli showed that the error related to the spatial position is less than 2 mm, using a short range depth sensor that we will present during the congress. Our method is with an original approach which will simplify the utilization of 3D system of movement analysis such as the Vicon system. The cost of the 3D equipment analysis will be strongly reduced and the interaction between the user and the subject or patient will be optimized. [1, 2] . The present study aimed to explore their effects on perturbed posture in young and older participants.
Methods.-Thirty-three participants (n = 12 young, 27 AE 2 years; n = 11 older, 75 AE 6 years) have been tested on a moving force platform perturbing by anteroposterior translations (amplitude of perturbations 62 mm, velocity 0.1 m/ s) in five experimental conditions (Anova: age * condition, P < 0.05). We compared a control condition (REF, perturbation without supplementation) with four conditions with haptic supplementation due to a light grip of an inclined cane touching the ground. The mobility of the cane has been manipulated: fixed cane (FC), mobile handle, blocked extremity (BC), mobile cane on slippery (SC) or rough surface (RC). The displacements of the centre of pressure in anteroposterior direction were analyzed: maximal amplitude (MA), correction time after the translation (CT). Discussion.-These results suggested that young and older participants use their body sway to improve the perception of sensory cues. Concerning young participants, after the perturbation, haptic supplementation enabled them to accelerate their postural response. On the contrary, the very short correction time of older participants observed in the condition without supplementation (REF) suggested a difference in postural control strategy associated to an increased rigidity possibly due to an apprehension to fall. These results underline the importance of a multifactorial approach in postural rehabilitation of older adults.
